
How One Rural Healthcare Provider Improved Its  
Wi-Fi—and Improved Patient Health

Dickenson County, population approximately 15,000, is nestled in the southwestern part of Virginia’s 
Appalachian Mountains. Small and rural, the community has struggled for years to secure adequate 
telecommunication services: to this day, some homes tucked away in the valleys and hills have no 
Internet service at all. 

Because of this, Dickenson County Behavioral Health Services plays a particularly critical role in 
sustaining the overall welfare of its community. 

“ DCBHS ISN’T JUST THE COUNTY’S ONLY COMPREHENSIVE PROVIDER OF MENTAL HEALTH 
AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES,” EXPLAINED KEVIN MULLINS, DCBHS’S EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR. “MANY PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY ALSO RELY ON OUR WI-FI TO APPLY FOR 
JOBS AND TO SECURE ESSENTIAL SERVICES.”

Which means that the people of Dickenson County depend on DCBHS—and its Wi-Fi network—more 
than most communities depend on small clinics. And so, in 2020, when DCBHS decided to upgrade 
its network, they considered the needs of the whole Dickenson County community when choosing a 
solution. That’s why DCBHS chose ENA Air’s managed Wi-Fi service.

THE SYMPTOM
DCBHS, with a staff of just fifty-three people, is too small to maintain a permanent IT team. As a result, 
before switching to ENA Air, the clinic had terrible Wi-Fi. “We had just two off-the-shelf routers in the 
building,” said Brandon Bise, Clinical Services Director. 

These routers, designed for personal residences, affected the ability of the DCBHS team to support the 
Dickenson community and respond to its needs. Most of the crucial areas in the building were barely 
getting a signal—if any signal at all. 

“ OUR OLD NETWORK WAS SO BAD AND CHOPPY,” EXPLAINED MR. BISE. “SOMETIMES WE 
WERE ONLY GETTING 15 MBPS DOWN AND 1 MBPS UP.”

Since DCBHS lacked the personnel and expertise required to design—and maintain—a professional 
grade network, they determined that to best serve the Dickenson community they must deploy a 
managed Wi-Fi solution.
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THE SOLUTION 
Because ENA has provided DCBHS with Internet service since 2016, Mr. Mullins knew that ENA offered 
the most important managed service differentiator: excellent customer support.

“ WE HAVE HAD SUCH GOOD CUSTOMER SUPPORT FROM THEM OVER THE YEARS WITH  
OUR INTERNET SERVICE THAT I WOULD DO NOTHING BUT SING PRAISES FOR ENA,” HE 
SAID. “I THINK IT’S A NO-BRAINER DECISION TO GO WITH A TRUSTED COMPANY

ENA sent one of its experienced wireless engineers, to design and build DCBHS’s new network  
from the ground up. To ensure the new network’s success, he and his team methodically followed  
this process:

• First, Mr. Ali conducted a survey of the site.

• Second, he installed a new switch to provide comprehensive coverage.

• Third, he redesigned the network to carefully situate the access points.

• Fourth, he established a firewall to better protect patient data.

• Fifth, the team performed a heat map to verify coverage.

• Lastly, he called DCBHS several times to confirm the network’s performance.

“ENA’S ENGINEERS DID A PHENOMENAL JOB INSTALLING THIS,” CONCLUDED MR. BISE. 
“YOU GUYS AT ENA HAVE ALWAYS BEEN GREAT TO WORK WITH.”

THE DIFFERENCE 
“I can’t even put into words how much ENA Air has improved the way that we flow as an agency. 
We’re not only able to reach out to our customers via telehealth and Zoom meetings,” said Mr. Mullins, 
“but we can also offer Wi-Fi to kids and the community with an outdoor access point. I would definitely 
recommend that other organizations like ours speak to ENA about getting Wi-Fi services.”

Indeed, ENA Air has transformed the way DCBHS can deliver essential health services. The clinic can 
offer group counseling sessions without interruption. Thanks to an external access point that offers 
connectivity to students and others in the community, DCBHS can support the community even during 
the pandemic. The clinic can also connect and collaborate with other healthcare providers in the state 
to connect patients to the right mental health professionals.

“ YOU JUST CAN’T PLACE A VALUE ON WHAT ENA AIR HAS ALREADY TURNED US LOOSE TO 
DO,” CONCLUDED MR. BISE. “AND YOU CERTAINLY CAN’T PLACE A VALUE ON WHAT ENA 
AIR WILL EMPOWER US TO DO IN THE FUTURE FOR OUR COMMUNITY.”
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ENA delivers transformative connectivity, communication, cloud, cybersecurity, and technology services. Our 99%
customer satisfaction rating and world class net promoter score (NPS) demonstrate our commitment to delivering
exceptional customer care. For more information, please visit www.ena.com, call 866-615-1101, or e-mail info@ena.com.


